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Contrasted behaviour of Au and U in French Hercynian granites 
at the hydrothermal stage: the Role of f02 and pH 
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AUSTRl.CT, - The french part of the Hercynian bdt in 
Europe is an important melanogenic province: (or Au 
and U. Most of the: deposits we:re: discovered in the 
vicinity of major shear zones, but arc: located e:ither inside 
granitic rocks or in the surrounding metamorphic rocks. 
In spite: of numuous similaritie:s (age, pre:sence of 
peraluminous granites, Cluid circulation related 10 the 
late: Hercynian activity), location of Au deposits in onc 
hand, and U in othe:r hand is distinct. This spatial 
diniru;tion may be: rdated 10 diffe:re:nces in Ihe: source 
rock location respective of the two metal$. Howe:ve:r 
pote:ntial $Ource rocks of both de:me:nts are: ehhe; 
observe:d togelher in the: vicinity of the de:po$its, or 
unknown. Thus, the hydrothermal stage was investigated 
as a key for the unde:rstanding of the: contrasting 
behaviour of U and Au. 

In most of U deposits, pitchblende: is associated with 
pyrite: or hematite: + pyrite in the veins whilSt the stable 
mine:ral assemblage: in the host rocks is: quartz
muscovite-fddspat·hematite. Fluids arc: considc:rc:d to be: 
mostly aqueous, poorly saline, wilh a rdatively low 
COl conte:nt_ f01 is high and higher than that fixed by 
Ihe: he:matite . pyrile . magnetite triple: point. pH u 
probably neutral. 

In Au (As, Sb) deposits, twO types of fluids may be: 
diStinguished: a) high temperature OOO·400°C) fluids 
which are: in some cases aqueous but more freque:ntly 
be:long to the: COl·H20.CH~ system; b) lowe:r 
temperature fluids (UQ·2,O°C) which are dominantly 
aqueous and poorly saline. In most case:s, St rong K-mica 
alte:ra tion occurred which indicatu a strong 
disequilibrium between fluids and host rocks and a rather 
low pH. fOz was low and probably around than that 
fixed by the Ni·NiO buffer. 

Considering the e:xperimental data on U and Au 
solubility and metal species in fluids, it is dear that under 
above: mentioned conditions U and Au cannot be: 
mobilized and deposited together. U transport requires 
especially higher fOl values than those: which are: 
nc:cenary for an effc:ctive gold $Olubilization. On the: 
contrary, pH under deposition conditions must be: 
significantly lower in the case of Au than U. 

Key words: Uranium, gold, hydrothe:rmal stage, fOz, 
$Olubility. 

RESUME. - La chaine hercynienne en France presente 
de nombreux dislricts meta]]ogeniques (Uranium, Or). 
La plupart des gisements som localises A proximite 
d'imporrantes wne:s de cisaillement, Ala fois dans les 
granites ou dans les roches metllllOlliUques voisines, En 
dCpit de nombreuses similariles (Age, presence: de granites 
peralumin~x, cireulation de fluides en relation avC(: 
l'aClivite orogeruque: tardi .hercynic:nne), la localisation 
des gisemc:nts d'or d'une: part et d'uranium d'autre part 
est distincte. Cene: distinction sprlliale ne pc:ut elTe 
expliqub:: de maniere: simple, par la localisalion des 
roches sources pote:ntie:lic:s de ces elements, qui $Ont 
frequc:mmem silutts ~ proximite des gisemc:nu. Le: stade: 
hydrothermal constitue: certaineme:nt un eveneme:nt de 
pour la comprehension du comporte:me:m amagoniste: de: 
I'uranium et de l'ot. 

Duns la plupart des gisements d'uranium, la 
pechblende est associee A la pyrite ou a I'association 
hematite + pyrite dans les veines. La paugenese 
minetalogique stable dans Ie:s foches encaissantes est 
quartZ - feklspath. muscovite· hematite. Les f1uidc:s sonl 
aqueux, peu sales; le: conte:nu e:n CO2 e:SI faible, La 
fugacite en oxygene est elevb:: et superieure a celle qui 
est fixb:: par le point triple hCmatile· pyrite · magnctite:. 
Le: pH est proche de la n~lralitC. 

Dans les gisemenu d'Au (As, Sb), deux types de 
fluidcos sont observes: 
a) des fluides de haute temperature (j()().400°C) qui sont 
parfois aque:ux mais plus fr&juemment appartiennent au 
systeme: C01·CH~-Hp; b) des fluides de: plus basse 
temperature O'O-2:50°C), aqueux et peu sales. Dans la 
plupart des cas, une importante alteration a micas 
potlSsiques affc:cte: Ie:$ roches encaissantes et indique un 
important dCsCquilibre: e:ntre les f1uides et roches, a de$ 
pH rdativeme:nt bas. La fugacitc en oxygene est buse 
e:t probableme:m de: I'ordre de celie qui est fixEc par le: 
tampon d'oxydo-r&luction Ni·NiO. 

Les donnees e:x~rime:ntalc:s concernant la 50Iubilitc 
de Au, U dans Ie:s f1uides monuent que: dans Ie:$ 
conditions prCc6de:mme:nt decrites U et Au ne: pc:uvent 
ette mobilises et deposes ense:mble. Le: mmsport de: 
I'uranium re:quic:rt de:s fugadtcs en oxygene: ele:vee:s, 
superieures a celles qui sont necc:ssaite:s pour une 
effC'Ctive solubilisation de l'or. Au contraire, lors du 
depot de l'or, le pH doit etre infhirur a celui des Cluides 
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associes lJ. ['uranium. 

Mots clfs: Uranium, Or, Stade hydrothermal, fOl , 

Solubilile. 

Introduction 

The Hercynian belt in Europe is an 
important metallogenic province for gold, 
uranium, tin and tungsten. In the French part 
of the belt, mineralizations are located in the 
vicinity of major shear zones (S.2.) such as 
the South Armoricain, Limousin, and Marche
Combrailles S.2. (Fig. 1). Most of the deposits 
were discovered either within granitic rocks, 
mostly peraluminous granite, and their 
surrounding metamorphic series (BURNOL, 
1974; DE LA ROCHE et al., 1980; POTY et ai., 
1986; BACIIE, 1980; CROUZET et aI., 1979). 

In the French metallogenic districts here 
considered, Au and U deposits present 
numerous similarities: 

- their age range is around 280-315 Ma 
(LEROY and HOLLIGER, 1984; HOLLlGER and 
CATHELlNEAU, 1986; BOlRON, 1987). 

enclosing rocks are either 
peraluminous granites (U: FRlEDRlCH, 1984; 
FRIEDRlcH et al., 1987), or metamorphic rocks 
(U: CATHEUNEAU, 1982, in Vendee; Au, 
AHMADZADEH, 1984, at Le Bourneix). In 
metamorphic rocks, Au ores may be closely 
associated to granitic rocks as aplitic veins or 
leucogranitic bodies, as at Le Chatelet and Le 
Bourneix. 

- fluid circulations occurred during the 
late magmatic stages of the Hercynian 
activity. At that time, the heat flows necessary 
to fluid convection were related to late 
thermal anomalies along the shear zones, as 
attested by the presence of various 
subordinate acid-basic intrusions dated around 
290-310 Ma (iamprophyric dykes, LEROY and 
SONET, 1976; HOLLIGER et al. , 1986). 

In spite of their similarities (age, host rocks, 
tectonic events, spatial relationships with the 
same shear-zones, ... ) hydrothermal U and Au 
deposits do not exhibit evident genetic and 
spatial links. Thus, no uranium districts have 
produced significant amounts of gold and vice 
versa. In addition, Au and U were never 
found in the same veins in such districts. In 

order to explain this feature, it is first 
necessary to determine the nature and the 
location of the metal source rocks. 

Some authors have tried to explain the 
specific metallogenic potential of the 
Hercynian granitic provinces as a consequence 
of an early specialization of the continental 
crust (DERRE, 1982). For instance, rock 
geochemistry has been used to discriminate 
U and SnoW specialized granite (DE LA 
ROo-lE et al., 1980; CHATTERJEE et al., 1983). 
However, in the case of Au and U, most of 
the potential source rocks for both elements 
are observed together in the vicinity of the 
deposits. Furthermore, source rocks are not 
necessarily host rocks for ores, as shown by 
Au ores located in granites which may have 
not been a source, due to their low Au 
content. Therefore, consideration of the 
element content in the source rock is not alone 
sufficient to produce a model which could 
explain the above mentioned d ifferences. 

Ore location is fairly independent on the 
nature and geochemistry of the host rocks: U 
veins may crosscut different series (granites, 
shales, etc.) and gold is observed in both 
metamorphic rocks and granites or 
volcanosedimentary series . Ths indicates that 
gold and uranium deposition is characterized 
by high fluid-rock ratios. 

Therefore, the hydrothermal stage, e.g. the 
stages of solubilization, transport and 
deposition, may offer keys to the 
understanding of such contrasting features. 
The purpose of this work is to investigate the 
role of the physical-chemical conditions (£02' 
fS 2, p H and fluid composition) as factors 
controlling the ability of hydrothermal fluids 
to t ransport and deposit U and Au in granites 
according to the indications given by DUBESSY 
et al. (1987) for U and SnoW. 

Geological setting of U and Au deposits 

Three different districts have been studied 
in France: 1) the south Armoricain Massif and 
Vendee in the western part. 2) the Marche
Combrailles and 3) the Limousin area in 
Massif Central (Fig. 1). 

In the southern Armorican zone, uranium 
deposits are associated to the Guerande 
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Fig. 1. - Map of U, Au occurences or deposits in French part of Hercynian belt. 

leucogranite (Penarran, CATIiEUNEAU, 1981), 
and to the Morragne granite (Chardon, Retail, 
CATHEUNEAU, 1982, 1984). At Mortagne, 
most deposits are located in the vicinity of 
the contacts between the granite and the 
metamorphic rocks. These contacts are mostly 
shear zones, such as the South Armorkan 
shear zone, which constitutes the northern 
boundary of the Mortagne batholith . The La 
Belliere Au-deposit (BACHE, 1980) is located 
north of the Mortagne batholith in a mica· 
shist series of the Mauges plateau . 

Along the Marche-Combrailles shear zone, 
uranium deposits occur mostly within the 
Marche peralwninous granites (Bernardan, 
LEROY, 1984, and related V-occurrences). Au 
showings and deposits have been discovered 
within a band of more than 50 km along the 
shear zone. Au-veins crosscut ei ther the 
Hercynian basement (Gueret monzogranite, 
anatectic biotite-cordierite gneisses (Le 
Chatelet , ZAPPETIlNI, 1983», the Visean 
basin (Viges, ViIleranges, BOlRON, 1987) and 

late intrusive bodies (peraluminous granites 
(Le Chateler), lamprophyres). 

In the Limousin area, Margnac and Fanay 
U deposits in the La Crouzille district (LEROY, 
1978) are mostly located in the St·Sylvestre 
peraluminous granite (FRIEDRICH, 1984). U ore 
occurs in veins crosscutting the granite and 
lamprophyric dykes, or in alteration pipes 
(~(episyen ites») resulting from an early 
subsolidus alt eration of the gran ite, 
characterized by quartz dissolution, (LEROY, 
1978; CATHELlNEAU, 1986). Au deposits and 
showings (Ambazac, Vauiry, Nouk, Janaillac, 
and the St-Yriex district (AHMAnZADFJ-I, 1984) 
with the Bourneix mine (H UBERT, 1986» 
occur mainly within the metamorphic series 
surrounding the granites. However, Au-veins 
crosscut frequently sills and dykes of 
peraluminous granites, as well as altered 
granites (~episyenites») such as at Bourneix. 

The presence of early shearing followed by 
brittle deformation probably play a major role 
in increasing rock permeability, which in turn 
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T ABLE 1 

Synthetic Jaw on vein and wall rock mineralogy 0/ studied U and Au occurrences. po, py"hotile; 
anp, arsenopyrite; pyr, pyrite; (Au) arsp, gold bearing arsenopyrite; lOll, liillingite; sub, stibnite; 
bcrt, berthierite, pitch, pitchblende; hem, hematite; BPGC, sphalerite (sph) - pyrite (pyr) • galena 
(gal) - chalcopyrite (epy); woif: wolframite; seten: selenides; sulph: sulphide1; carb, carbonate, ank, 

ankerite; dol, dolomite; Q: quartz; ab, a/bite; jk, k-feldspar; mu, muscovite; Ill, Wite 
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T ABLE 2 

Microthermometric data on fluid inclusions associated with ore stage from V and Au occurrences 
(*: ± NaCl) 
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favours fluid infiltration and hydrothermal 
leaching of metals, through extensive 
microfaulting. However, only the brittle 
deformation occurring during the late 
reactivation stage of the shear zones has clear 
genetic relationships with ore deposition. 

Methodology 

The methodology used consisted in 
combining mineralogical and geochemical 
results available on the deposits together with 
the published experimental and theoretical 
data on the Au and V0 2 solubilities. 

Mineralogical data are derived from 
previous works (V-deposits) or from the 
literature (references in Table 1). However, 
spatial and chronological relationships 
between ore minerals, and fluids have been 
carefully checked in different samples from 
newly studied (Table 1 and 2, noted: this 
work) Au-localities (Vaurly, Nouic, Ambazac, 
Janaillac, La Belliere). In the case of the La 
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Belliere samples, for instance, the study of ore 
fluids has been carried out on fluid inclusions 
hosted by recrystallized microfau1ted zones in 
early quartz veins . These subli near 
recrystallized zones are the only ones 
containing the early Au-ore (native Au, 
sphalerite, arsenopyrite). In other localities, 
fluid inclusions were studied in the quartz vein 
hosting the Au - ore without any other 
discrimination, since relationships between 
native Au - particles, microcracks and fluids 
was unclear, such as in many other Au - veins 
described in the literature (HUBERT, 1986, for 
instance). 

Microthermometry, performed on a Chaix
Meca heating and freezing stage, was used to 
identify the main components of fluid phases 
(POTY et al.. 1976). Salt concentration, 
expressed in equivalent NaCI, and fluid 
density of gas-free fluid inclusions in the ore 
quartz gangue , were determined by 
microthermometry (POTIER, 1977, POITER et 
al. , 1978). In gas-bearing fluid inclusions, 
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CH~ was identified by liquid-vapour 
equilibria below -81 °C and Co.~ by mdting 
of a solid below -56. 6°C. Molar fractions 
of C01, CH2.' H2S and N2 were determined 
in individual inclusions by micro· Raman 
analysis performed on a OILOR X-V 
mult ichannel modular Raman spectrometer. 
£02 and (52 were calculated from the P-V
T·X properties of individual inclusions in the 
C-O-H·S system (DUBESSY, 1984; RAMooz et 
al., 1985; DUBESSY et al. 1989). Estimation 
of £°1> £52, pH, was also obtained by 
considering the sulfide and silicate 
assemblages together ,.virh their relative 
stability diagrams. 

Lastly, mineral solubilities and metal 
speciation were considered for the 
determination of the factors controlling the 
metal transport and deposition , under the 
conditions deduced from the previous 
calculations. 

Data on fluids and solids 

Gold deposits 

Gold occurs either as native gold or as a 
trace element (30 to 5000 ppm) within 
sulfides. There are different mineral 
associations involving native gold, but many 
descriptions have ignored the difficulties in 
estimating whether gold was deposited 
together with other minerals or not. For 
instance, part of native gold may be supergene 
or very late in the mineralogical sequence, and 
occurs as a late infilling of cavi ties or 
microcracks, difficult to distinguish from gold 
deposited during the early stages. A second 
difficulty comes from the relatively great 
heterogeneity in the mineralogical assemblage 
of the different deposits. In the Marche
Combrailles zone, BOIRON (1987) 
demonstrated that gold is only born at a 
combined state (MARtON et al., 1986; 
CATIIELlNEAU et al., 1988) in arsenopyrite 
which crystallized at a specific stage of the 
hydrothermal sequence, whilst other deposits 
are characterized by multistage deposit ion of 
native gold. Thus a definitive global sequence 
describing all the occurrences as the result of 

a single general process seems unlikely, 
contrary to the interpretat ions of PICOT and 
MARCOUX (1987) , and BONNEMAlSON and 
MARCOUX (1987). In spite of these difficulties, 
different mineral assemblages have been 
distinguished and are given in Table 1. 

Most of the rocks in the vicinity of the gold 
veins are frequen tly altered in a 
quartz + muscovite assemblage, which replaces 
especially the two fe1dspars and chlorite 
(BorRoN, 1987). 

Two types of fluids in relations with the 
ore stage are distinguished: 

fluid s of high temperature 
000-400° C) have either an aqueous 
composition, or more frequently a more 
complex composition in the C0.2-(CH,,)-H~O 
system. Such a fluid has been observed at La 
Belliere (Fig_ 2), at le Bourneix deposit 
(HUBERT, 1986) and in Bennevent l'Abbaye 
district (BRlL and NENERT, 1987) (Table 2) , 

- the second type is represented by 
almost purely aqueous fluids (H20-NaCl) of 
lower temperature (150·200°C), having a low 
salinity « 4% wt NaCl). No gas species has 
been identified either by microthermometry 
or Raman spectroscopy _ This type is the only 
one observed in the Marche-Combrailles 
district (ViIleranges, Le Chatdet) but it has 
been identified also in different gold showings 
in the Limousin area (Vaulry, Ambazac, 
Janaillac) (Fig. 3). It could correspond to the 
late type described by HUBERT (1986) at Le 
Bourneix which is related, according to this 
author, to the crystallization of economic ores. 

The homogenization temperatures 
mentioned in Table 2, are minimal trapping 
temperatures , since fluid unmixing was not 
evidenced. However, pressure in open fault 
systems such as those of the Marche· 
Combrailles district , may be considered as 
hydrostatic and no higher than a few hundred 
bars. In this case, the temperatures of gold 
deposition probaby ranged from 200 to 
250°C. 

In the case of the Le Bourneix deposit, 
H UBERT (1986) calculated higher pressures 
around 2 kilobars for the early stage, assuming 
that the early H 20 (± CO2, CH4) fluid from 
the first stage was trapped at higher pressure 
than that prevailing during the second stage 
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Fig. 2. - Tm eOrTh plot for fluid inclusions from La 
Bdliere quartz veins. Inclusions arc located in 
recrySlallized qua rt z comemporeneous of 
gold + sulphides deposition. 

(C02, CH 4 rich fluids). Pressure during the 
second stage was around 0.8 kbar, being 
related to the boiling pressure of the carbonic 
fluids. 

Uranium deposits 

Data are given, at least partially, in many 
papers (POTY et al., 1986, for instance) and 
especially in DUBESSY et al. (1987). They are 
only summarized in the following paragraph. 

The most common paragenetic sequence in 
the Hercynian intragranitic uranium deposit 
is minor quartz, pitchblende + pyrite. 
quartz + hematite + pyrite (Table 1). In most 
veins, pyrite is oogenetic with pitchblende but 
different occurrences such as Pennaran, La 
Commanderie and Le Retail in Vendee, 
(CATHEUNEAU. 1982) are characterized by a 
lack of sulfide crystallization during the ore 
stage. Hematite may be abundant in the wall 
rock and is frequently observed in minerals 
(quartz, carbonate) which crystallized just 
after pitchblende. 

In the wall rocks, the silicate association , 
quartz· K·feldspar - muscovite remains stable 
during the ore stage . Authigenic K·mica 
(phengite, iJ li te, or lIS iIlite·smectite) may 
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Fig. 3. _ Tm Hp.Th plol for fluid inclusions from 
Ambazac, Vaulry. Nook and Janaillac gold bearing 
quarlz veins. 

sometimes have crystallized before and/or 
durin g ore deposi ti on (LEROY and 
CATIiEUNEAU, 1982; CATHEUNEAU, 1983). 

Fluids are mostly aqueous, poorly saline 
with no gas (CO)' CH 4) since gas clathrate 
was not observed during microthermometric 
studies (Table 2). CO2 was only found in 
quartz grains from the granite hosting U 
mineralization at level 132 of Fanay deposit 
(La Crouzille, LEROY, 1978) . However. only 
low saline fluids were found in quartz combs 
associated to the pitchblende from Margnac 
(La CrouzWe, WPlNASSE and CATI-lEUNEAU, 
1987). Temperature range may be relatively 
high , around 300·350oC in some cases , but 
is frequently lower (150·250°C) as attested 
by the discrete crystallization of illite and lIS 
illite - smectite which could not have been 
formed at temperatures higher than 250°C 
according to illit e geothermometry 
(CATHELlNEAU and IZQUIERDO, 1988). 

Estimation of pH, f02' fS2 conditions during 
gold and uranium deposition 

At low temperatures (200 ± 500 e), gold 
may occur as a trace element in closely 
associated arsenopyrites and pyrites. These 
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ARSENOPVRtTE 

FeAsS 

30 

PYRITE 

,.s, 

o 

Fig. 4. - Projcc!ion of fluids associated with Au and 
U showings in the log fOl - f51 plane (T . 200QC, L 
[Asl..,J - cst). 

minerals show that f02 was close to that 
given by the pyrite-arsenopyrite boundary or 
not very far to that fixed by the pyrite -
arsenopyrite - pyrrhotite equilibrium (Fig. 4), 
as indicated by the stability of pyrrhotite 
during the first stage of the arsenopyrite 
deposition. 

The data deduced from the P-V-T-X 
properties of fluid inclusions for Au-deposits 
of higher temperature 050 ± 5DOe) (Fig. 5) 
are reported in a £02 - temperature diagram 
(Fig. 6). At Le Bourneix (calculat ion by 
D UBESSY, TOURAY, 1987) and at La Bcllicre 
(this work) £02 was around that fixed by the 
Ni-NiO oxygen buffer. 

In uranium deposits, the mineralogy of 
oxides and sulfides (Table 1) during the ore 
stage indicates that f02 was close to that 
fixed by the hematite-pyrite boundary, or that 
fO} was compatible with the hematite 
stability (Figs. 4 and .5). Thus, in both cases 
of high and low temperature Au deposits , 
£02 was relatively low, and much lower than 
durin~ U deposition . 

The instability of K feldspars and the 
crystallization of a quartz-muscovite or (illite) 
assemblage indicates a strong shift towards 
lower pH during the gold deposition . Such 
acidity of Au, As, S . bearing solutions in gold 
deposits is attested by the relatively high 
content in H· of fluid inclusions as 
demonstrated by the use of nuclear magnetic 
resonance of the proton on fluid inclusions 

hosted b y quartz from the Marche
Combrailles deposits (POTY et aI. , 1987). On 
the contrary , the stability of quartz, feldspar 
and muscovite in the wall rocks of most of 
uranium deposits indicates that pH was 
probably not very far from the neutrality 
according to the theoretical data from 
MONTOYA and H ENLEY (1 9 7.5). 

Solubility and speciation data of Au and U in 
hydrothermal solution in the range 200·400°C 

The amount of ore minerals which can be 
precipitated from the fluid is the result of a 
change in physico-chemical conditions and 
depends on: 1) the initial concentration of the 
metal in the fluid under transport conditions, 
the maximum concentration being fixed by 
the solubility of specific ore minerals under 
these conditions; 2) the solubility of the ore 
mineral under the precipitation conditions; 3) 
the amount of fluids which circulate in a given 
section of the hydrothermal system. Thus, an 
assessment of the factors affecting solubility 
may be of great help in understanding the 
mechanisms leading to metal deposition. The 
data are summarized in Table 3. 

T. 400· C P. 1Kb 

-20 Fep, 

0' _ _ 25 [---------1 
8' FeS, 

- 3D 

_ Sn . W 

~~iE&lf;:,; 
~Au 

FeO 
FeS 

- l5 
- 3D - 20 - ID 0 

log fS2 
Fig. , . _ Projection of fluids associaled with U, Au and 
Sn·W in lhe log fOz • log (51 plane al 400°C and 1 
kbar (from Bowas et al. , 1984 and DUBESSY et al ., 
1987; modified). 
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- 3 

T'e 
-41~~---------:~c-~~---c~ 

'300 40 0 5 0 

Fig. 6. - Uranium oxide stlbility field (NGUYEN TlttJNG, 
1985) Ind fluids Issocilted with U, Au Ind Sn·W 
deposits in I log fO l - temperlture diagram It 1 kblr 
(rompleted from DUBESSV et 11., 1987). 

Gold 

Gold in solution presents valences I and lll. 
However, gold with valence ill is probably 
subordinate to gold with valence I under the 
hydrothermal conditions of the studied 
deposits (Iow f02). 

Main experimental data concerning gold 
solubility were obtained by HENLEY (197.3) 
and SEWARO (1973) . HENLEY (1973) showed 
that gold is transported as neutral Au chloride 
complexes at temperatures from 300 to 
500°C, and as AuCI2 - at low temperature, 

TABLE .3 
Estimations of pH, /OZ, iSz and temperature for 
V, Au and Sn- W deposition. 

Au U Sn -w 

pH acid neutral acid to neutral 

10' low high very low 

152 high moderate 

T"C ]) 150-250 1Sfl.300 350-400 
2) 3flO-4OO 

log 00, 
2S0"C 

,,'" 
AuC1i .... <:l~ 

-2' / / 

_3(1\/ / / ,,/ 'Se,;d l. 

~./ ./ \ Hematite 

Adula r 

" -- Magnetite 

-4< 

3 5 7 pH 

Fig. 7. - fOl . pH diagNrn Ipplied to gold spcOcs in 
solution with indicltion of stability fields of iron species 
and si licltes (T . 250°C, fC0 2 • 1 Itm; from 
ROMSERGER, 1986, simplified). 

under oxidizing concfitions. SEWARD (1973) 
demonstrated that Au(HS)2- and 
AU2S(HS)/- are the main Au species in 
solution, at f02 below hematite - magnetite 
buffer to stabilize sulfide species in solution, 
and that gold solubility in bisulfide solutions 
depends mainly on temperature, pH and 
sulfide concentration. GRlGORYEVA and 
SUKNEVA (1981) considered a possible 
complexation of Au by arsenide complexes in 
arsenic-rich fluids but stability fields of such 
Au complexes remain unknown. From the 
literature data, ROMBERGER (1986) described 
the possible mechanisms of Au deposition 
using a fOz - pH diagram (Fig. 7) which gives 
the stability fields of minerals and species in 
solution. Figure 7 shows that gold is soluble 
as a chloride complex under acid pH and high 
f02, whilst it is soluble as bisulfide complexes 
in a large pH range , at low f02, in 
environments where HzS or HS- are the 
main suifur bearing species. 

Considering that the maximum solubility 
of gold is around neutral to slightly basic pH 
at low f02, three different mechanisms may 
be proposed for gold deposition: a) fluid 
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oxidation which results in an increase of 
sulfate to sulfide species in solmion; b) 
decrease in oxygen fugacity; c) decrease in pH; 
or the combination of the factors band c. 

As no evidence of ox idation was observed 
in low temperature deposits (T < 250°C) by 
iron oxide or sulCate crystallization for 
instance, the first process is fairl y unlikely in 
the studied deposits. On the contrary, 
evidence of a pH decrease during sulfide 
crystallization which is almost clearly shown 
by various occurrences, can be considered as 
an important factor controlling Au deposition . 

The presence of CO 2 and CH4 in some 
high temperature (T > 350°C) fluids play an 
esscmial role for the control of oxygen 
fugacity but a more questionable one in metal 
transport and speciation. On one hand , 
aqueous so lutions probabl y contain 
appreciable amounts of bicarbonate ions as 
shown by the presence of significant 
quantities of ankerite within the ore bearing 
quartz. However, although the ankerite 
crystallization is controlled by fC02 (in 
addition to pH, aFe, aMg), it does not 
necessarily imply a high fCO.? On the other 
hand, the presence of COl.!. observed in very 
different amounts within fluid inclusions, is 
actually difficult to consider as a factor 
controlling gold solubility, at a given fO;?
Thus, the presence of CO2 and CH4 IS 

important through their f02 control but is 
probably not a necessary condition for gold 
transport. Consequently, it canno t be 
interpreted directly as a metallogenic tool, 
contrary to the suggestion of SMITH et al. 
(1 984) and WOOD et al. (1986). It may be 
rather related to the metamorphic origin of 
the fluid. 

Uranium 

Most data are given in DuoESSY et al ., 
(1987) and will not be repeated again. In 
aqueous solutions, three oxidation states (IV, 
V, VI) are possible for uranium at low 
temperatures under natural conditio ns 
(LANGMUIR. 1978) and at high temperatures 
(NCUYEN TRUNC , 1985). In the H 20 - U02 
system, at fixed temperature, the U02 
solubility depends on pH and f02. Under 

-2 

-8 

:::> 
-12 t-.:l 

'" 0 

-16 
pH 

2 4 6 8 10 

Fig. 8. - VOl solubili ty in Hp, LiOH aoo NaOH I S 

a function of pH, T: 2oooC, saturation vapor pressure 
(from NGUYEN TRUNG, 198~), for fO~huffered by 1) 
H·M; 2) Ni·NiO. Arrays reefer to solubility decrease due 
a) pH decrease; b) dembilization of (carbonate, 
phosphate) complexes, or a fC z drop. 

£02 conditions fixed by the hematite
magnetite (H-M) or Ni-NiO oxygen buffer, 
minimum solubility is near pH neutral 
(NCUYEN TRUNC , 1985) but U solubility 
increases when f02 increases from that fixed 
by the Ni-NiO to H·M oxygen buffer (Fig. 
8) . In addition, uranium concent ration is 
enhanced when complexation by inorganic 
Iigands (chloride, carbonate and phospate) 
occurs. 

Experimental work and calculatio ns 
(NCUYEN TRUNC, 1985) demonstrate that 
under the above mentioned conditions 
(neutral pH, high f02, moderate fS2: Table 
3), uranium may be transported as carbonate 
or phosphate complexes. Taking into account 
these data, the possible changes in the 
physico-chemical conditions yielding uranium 
deposition are shown in Figure 8. Considering 
that U is probably mobilized at relatively 
neutral pH, and that the minimum of U 
solubility is around 7-8, two major 
mechanisms can be considered for uranium 
deposition: 1) a decrease in oxygen fugacity, 
or a decrease in the ligand concentration at 
nearly constant neutral pH; 2) a decrease in 
pH, which is less probable, as no mineralogical 
evidence of such a process has been found 
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Conclusions 

This study demonstrated that: 
1 . the distribution of gold and uranium 

mineralizations is mainly controlled by the 
hydrothermal stage and especially by the fluids 
chemistry characterized by f02• fS2• and pH. 

2 - The main factors controlling 
mobilization, transport and deposition of Au 
and U are typical of each metal (Table 3). The 
experimental data on U and Au solubility and 
metal species in fluids clearly indicate that 
under the above mentioned conditions U and 
Au cannot be mobilized and deposited 
together. U transport requires high f02 
values (f02 > H·M) which are incompatible 
with an effective gold solubilization under the 
form of HS- bearing complexes. On the 
contrary pH under deposition conditions must 
be significantly lower with respect to uranium. 

3 - The data show that the conditions 
required for Au transport are intermediate 
between those mentioned (DUBESSY et al .• 
1987) for U and Sn· W. This may explain why 
discrete Au-mineralizations are associated in 
some cases with U (VANHANEN, 1987, for 
instance) but more frequently with SnoW 
deposits (Portugal, ALMEJDA and NORONHA, 
1988; HaUl AUier, BRIL and BEAUFORT, 1987; 
La Belliere, La Lucette , ... ). This relation 
between some Au and Sn·W mineralizations 
is not suprising, since the mineralogy (K-mica 
alteration) and fluid composition (high 
temperature carbonic fluids) in both cases 
indicate rather similar conditions in which 
acid pH and low f02 prevailed. 

4 - The results obtained from the mineral 
and fluid studies arc in good agreement with 
experimental data and theoretical predictions 
on U and Au solubilit ies. This is of 
considerable importance for metaIlogenic 
stud ies,. and confirms the need for 
muitidisciplinary approach to the processes. 
The use of data from both mineralogy and 
fluids is especially useful for a correct 
estimation of the physical and chemical 
conditions. 1bese results stimulate a more 
extensive study of physical-chemical 
conditions in Au and U deposits, since the rate 
of Au or U solubilization depends probably 
much more on the water-rock ratio and 

solution chemistry during fluid circulation 
than on the dement content available in the 
source rocks. Such study could confirm 
whether the results found in the French Au 
and U deposits may be generalized or not. 
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